Microsoft Hub

Book an onsite demo (your place or ours)

The way we work is changing

Teams are more global, more dispersed and more mobile.
There has been an 80% increase in mobile workers since 2005 with 54% of meetings now including remote participants.
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Meet the Microsoft Hub

A brainstorming revolution

Providing the best tools for creating and brainstorming. Pick up the pen and the OneNote ‘infinite’ whiteboard automatically launches.
Rearrange content as ideas evolve - clip and annotate elements from other apps.

Make meetings engaging... again!

One meeting for all
Clarity and control from every angle
Participate from any location

Work smarter, faster and more enjoyably

Tools at your fingertips, literally... and an infinite canvas to create on

Reinventing the meeting experience

Microsoft Surface Hub enables anyone to walk up and instantly start a meeting—whether scheduled or ad hoc— with a single tap.
Remote users have on-screen presence and the screen is automatically shared so remote users are seeing the same content.

The ultimate platform for amazing large screen apps

Microsoft Surface Hub provides a platform to build amazing large-screen apps for group productivity works with any Windows 10 Universal App.

Microsoft Surface Hub comes with powerful, familiar Microsoft applications like Skype for Business, OneNote, PowerPoint, Word, and Excel.

No set-up; every minute of time spent in Microsoft Surface Hub meetings is highly productive

One tap to start a meeting

Carillion Communications

Gold Microsoft Partner

Super-sized presentations on 55" or 84" displays

Meet the

Carillion Communications

Gold Microsoft Partner
Carillion Communications is a leading UK Audio Visual integration specialist that helps organisations to communicate and collaborate with customers, suppliers, partners, staff and others through the intelligent integration of a wide range of systems. Carillion’s engineers make the complex appear easy. Carillion creates the best possible user experience tailored to specific needs and ensures that systems deliver what is needed while being super simple for users to operate.

book an onsite demo (your place or ours) and discover the Microsoft Surface Hub experience
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